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Fuzzy modelling 

 The general purpose of a model is to describe the functioning of a system in terms of 
input/output behaviour.

 Traditional techniques of system modelling have significant limitations.
 In many cases it is difficult to describe the system behaviour by a set of mathematical 

equations when the system is nonlinear and partially known or unknown. 
 Moreover, there are many uncertainties and unpredictable dynamics that do not allow the 

system model to be described mathematically. Such uncertainties and unpredictable 
behaviour in complicated and ill-defined systems can be modelled using the linguistic 
approach as a model of human thinking, which introduced fuzziness into systems theory 
(Zadeh, 1965, 1973). 

 Therefore, fuzzy system modelling is an important issue while control of such systems is of 
concern.



introduction
 Most of the classical design methodologies such as Nyquist, Bode, state-space and optimal control are based on 

assumptions that the process is linear and stationary and hence is represented by a finite-dimensional constant-
coefficient linear model. 

 These methods do not suit complex systems well because few of these represent uncertainty and incompleteness 
in process knowledge or complexity in design. But the fact is that the real world is too complex.

 In particular, many industrial processes are highly nonlinear and complex. As the complexity of a system 
increases, quantitative analysis and precision become difficult. 

 However, many processes that are nonlinear, uncertain, incomplete or non-stationary have subtle and interactive 
exchanges with the operating environment and are controlled successfully by skilled human operators. 

 Rather than mathematically modelling the process, the human operator models the process in a heuristic or 
experiential manner. It is evident that human knowledge is becoming more and more important in control system 
design. 

 This experiential perspective in controller design requires the acquisition of heuristic and qualitative, rather than 
quantitative, knowledge or expertise from the human operator. 

 During the past several years, fuzzy control has emerged as one of the most active and powerful areas for 
research in the application of such complex and real-world systems using fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, 1965, 1994). 

 The control of complex nonlinear systems has been approached in recent years using fuzzy logic techniques. 



introduction
 A fuzzy logic controller (FLC) has the basic configuration



Fuzzification
 Fuzzification is defined as a mapping from an observed input space to fuzzy sets in a certain input universe of 

discourse.



Inference
 Inference is the process of formulating a nonlinear mapping from a given input space to an output space. The 

mapping then provides a basis from which decisions can be taken. The process of fuzzy inference involves all 
the membership functions, fuzzy logic operators and if–then rules.



Rule base
 A fuzzy system is characterized by a set of linguistic statements based on expert knowledge.

 The expert knowledge is usually in the form of if–then rules, which are easily implemented

 by fuzzy conditional statements in fuzzy logic (Wong and Lin, 1997). 

 The collection of fuzzy rules that are expressed as fuzzy conditional statements forms the rule base or the rule set 
of an FLC.



Rule base
 For example, a rule base with two inputs, error and change of error, is shown in Table 3.1.

 Each input/output has five membership functions NB, NS, ZO, PS and PB, where PB=positive big, PS=positive 
small, ZO=zero, NS=negative small and NB= big.



Rule base

The design parameters of the rule base include:

 Choice of process state and control output variables;

 Choice of the content of the rule antecedent and the rule consequent;

 Choice of term sets for the process state and control output variables;

 Derivation of the set of rules.

 If one has made the choice to design a P-, PD-, PI-, or PID-like fuzzy logic controller this
already implies the choice of process state and control output variables, as well as the
content of the rule antecedent and rule consequent for each of the rules.



Rule base
 The process state variables are selected as follows:



Defuzzification
 Defuzzification is a mapping from a space of fuzzy control actions defined over an output universe of discourse 

into a space of non-fuzzy (crisp) control actions. In a sense this is the inverse of fuzzification, even though 
mathematically the maps need not be inverses of one another.



Design of Fuzzy Controller



Design of Fuzzy Controller



Fuzzy controller example

Suppose the fuzzy controller has to control the water level of a tank



Fuzzy controller example Input/Output Selection



Fuzzy controller example Choice of Membership Functions



Fuzzy controller example Creation of Rule Base



Fuzzy controller example Creation of Rule Base
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